
 

Vetrelief is a platform that connects the hospitals and veterinary doctors.  

Hospitals can post jobs and the doctors bid for these jobs. The platform allows 

hospitals to fill in their vacancies as well as have on call doctors when their in-

house doctors are on leave. Vetrelief is trusted by many hospitals and doctors and 

therefore they have increasing number of visitors each month. 

 

The Challenge – Why did we do it? 

The main challenge was that the website code was being maintained by another vendor 

and they were making some updates to the website. But in the meanwhile, Vetrelief had a 

number of tasks that they were performing manually and needed to those automated as 

much as possible. 

With no access to code and database, Technousa was assigned a few tasks that would 

simply the work done by Vetrelief admin in managing the platform and making sure that 

the hospitals and doctors were well connected and prompt action was taken to move 

things further. 
 

 

Our Solution – What did we do? 

Technousa analyzed the situation and came up with the solution that without access to code and database, they could 

build a chrome extension that would manipulate, scrap and show the required details to simply admin tasks. With a few 

tasks requiring database, Technousa opted for Firebase as a database to store entities required for the functioning of 

the chrome extension. 

We also designed and developed a few extra pages for Vetrelief.  

The main functionality which has been implemented till date using the chrome extension is as follows: 

 The admin, hospitals and doctors send memos (messages) to each other via their respective apps. Many a times, 

based on the status of the job, there are some standard memos that have to be sent by admin. To simplify this 

task, admin can now create memo templates with the template message and also define other details as to who 

would be sender of the message, etc. 

  The admin, hospitals and doctors send memos (messages) to each other via their respective apps. Many a 

times, based on the status of the job, there are some standard memos that have to be sent by admin. To 

simplify this task, admin can now create memo templates with the template message and also define other 

details as to who would be sender of the message, etc. 

 These templates are stored in firebase database and admin could add / edit / delete a memo template as well as 

change the order of the templates and therefore based on the ones that they use more could be sorted by their 

order. 

 Admin can select from any of these template memos. The template memos also have many keywords related to 

hospital, doctor and the job as part of the message, which get replaced as per the hospital / doctor to whom the 

message is being sent. While sending it even replaces the gender words as per the gender of the doctor. 

 There are various memos that are related to any job and any unauthorized memo needs to be monitored by the 

admin staff. In order to make the monitoring simpler, every unauthorized memo could be assigned a category. 



 The extension also allowed for adding of a new category. The master category as well as each memo to category 

mapping is also stored in the Firebase database. 

 On the memos list page, admin could filter the unauthorized memos by selected one or more categories. 

 Another feature that Vetrelief admin uses frequently is the active queue of messages. The chrome extension 

shows important indicators for first time bids in this queue by scraping details from the list of all the bids placed 

for the respective job. The chrome extension also shows the bids that were pending on the Hospital or the Vet 

for a particular job. 

 Chrome extension also enabled sending of SMS to doctors using the Google Voice facility. The admin can send 

message to multiple doctors at the same time. To simplify this, just like in case of memos, here also chrome 

extension provides the facility for saving SMS templates, so that admin could select and send the required 

message without having to type the standard messages again and again. 

 

Our Process – How did we do it? 

 

 

 

 





The Results and the Benefits 

 

With the quick and concise work delivered till date and much other ongoing 

development, Vetrelief has been able to streamline many of their day to day tasks 

which were there in its TO-DO list since 15+ years.  In a very short time they have been 

able to check off many items one and by one and thereby increasing the overall 

efficiency of the admin with increased communication as required by the platform. 

This has definitely increased their revenues as well as many more hospitals and 

doctors joining the platform because of the great service being offered. As Technousa 

continues to work on more tasks, Vetrelief hopes for many more results and benefits 

to be seen in the future.  



Contact Us 

 

To know how we can do more for your business, contact us at any of the following: 
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            +91 011 47016226 
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